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Partenavia aircraft flight missions July 2007

The Partenavia aircraft flight missions are based on an EUFAR (European Fleet for Aircraft Research) proposal OMAC (Observation Methodologies of the First Indirect Aerosol Effect 

in Water Clouds). The main purpose of this experiment is related to microphysical measurements within water clouds simultaneous to ground-based remote sensing observations. The 

instrumentation of the aircraft covered water cloud microphysical targets (FSSP (top left), CIP (top right)) as well as standard avionic and meteorological parameters. Altogether four 

different flight missions have been operated during SOP-1a, 2 to 4 (Special Observations Periods). The predefined flight pattern is a triangle, which covered the area of the Rhine-

valley, Hornisgrinde and Murg-valley, so that several overpasses of the supersites R, H and M could be performed simultaneous to the continuous ground-based observations and 

additional lidar measurements.

FSSP CIP

SOP 1a: 12.07.2007 from 5:10 to 6:53 UTC
Cloud situation: low level water clouds, cloud base at Hornisgrinde level, 

incoming drier air during the flight caused mixing effects and broken clouds 

First inter-comparison to ground-based observations at supersite M
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Difficult to gain a representative sample of the cloud related 

to the in-situ measurements at site M, because of the atmospheric 

conditions (mixing effects, wind shear, which results in double layer 

systems and broken clouds)

Synergy study at site H 

is in progress

SOP 4: 24.07.2007 from 6:29 to 9:15 UTC
Cloud situation: occlusion clouds, multilayer systems, in-situ 

measurements of drizzle, light rain to heavy precipitation over all sites  
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Several overpasses between supersite M and H (also slant profiles)

COPS area was influenced by an upper low system, which caused windy 

or even stormy conditions over the mountains with rain mostly of convective nature

Possibility of a detailed analysis of a rain event caused by convection:

Inter-comparison of radar reflectivity and rain-rate relationship using in-situ data 

Influence of the orography on cloud development and precipitation

Validation of rain gauges measurements at the sites

+

Topography and flight height

LWC(PVM) > 0.01g/m2

SOP 2: 21.07.2007 from 6:10 to 8:11 UTC
Cloud situation: widespread of cloud types, low-level water clouds, multilayer mixed phased clouds in the upper part of atmosphere, rain events

Low level water cloud analysis Mixed-phase cloud analysis
Topography and flight height
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Radar reflectivity (Z)  - LWC relationship

representative sample of the cloud using in-
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using Fox/Illingworth Z-LWC relationship
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Application of water cloud retrieval technique for validation purposes
The retrieval technique of water cloud properties combines cloud radar reflectivity and microwave radiometer LWP measurements

with a microphysical and optical cloud model, which is based on a sub-adiabatic approach.  

Retrieval input data:

Problem: multi layer system
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from LWP(total) of MWR? 
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Approach: Z-LWC Fox
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Retrieval products:
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Validation of retrieval products by using FSSP data (concentration, effective radius) 

is planned, but so far the data are not available yet 
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broad spectra of in-situ observations simultaneous to ground-based measurements

Detailed analysis of microphysical properties in different height levels related 

to the atmospheric conditions and to the orography are planned 
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